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Skyrim se - kynesgrove location

in: Lore: Skyrim Locations, Cities in Skyrim, Natural Formations Edit Share Raze of Kynesgrove's (2E 582) Giant's Run, Eastmarch, Skyrim Braidwood InnSteamscorch MineShrine or Kynesgrove Kingdom of WindhelmKeepers of the GroveEbonheart Pact Kynesgrove or Kyne's Grove's Grove's Grove's Grove's Forest is a wooded
settlement on the edge of Windhelm, on the other side of the Yorgrim River. This area is named after Kyne, the Norse Goddess of storm and the one who led the Five Hundred Companions to Skyrim. By game[edit | edit source] Kynesgrove (Skyrim) Kynesgrove (Online) Description[edit | edit source] Geography[edit | edit source] The
Kynesgrove forest is a relatively light forest area stretching from the Yorgrim River to the Sulfur Pools of Central East March. The township is small as the only building is a simple inn called the Braidwood Inn. Kynesgrove has a mine north of the Inn called the Steamscorch Mine that houses malachieterts, a common ore used to glass
armor, which is often used by Altmer of the Summerset Islands. Kynesgrove is home to the Guardians of the Forest, a group of Northern priestess who guard the Kynesgrove forest and sees it as sacred grounds for Kyne of the Nordic Pantheon. An ancient Dragon Hill is just north of the Inn, and it housed Sahloknir, a dragon from the
days of Alduin, the World Eater. The nearest settlement to Kynesgrove is the town of Windhelm in the north, the town of Lower Yorgrim in the northeast, and the village of Cragwallow in the southeast. History[edit | edit source] First Era[edit | edit source] The dragon named Sahloknir was killed by the legendary Nordic hero named Jorg
Helmbolg near the town of Kyne's Grove. His death was recorded by the Dragonguard, the ancient Blades who stayed at Sky Haven Temple, located deep in West Skyrim. Sahloknir's death was one of many Dragons who died not from the Dragonguard, but instead, from a third party. [1] Second Era[edit | edit source] Editorial: Kynesgrove
(Online) During the Interregnum in 2E 582, the Kynesgrove forest was under the protection of the Guardians of the Forest, until a group of witches called the Muzzled Owl Witches took control of the forest. Keeper Ormi was possessed by the witches and turned into a Hagraven by their dirty magic. Captain Alhana decided to take charge
of dealing with the witches, but was unable to defeat them. A traveler named the Vestige intervened in the situation and struck the hagraven form of Ormi. Through her daughter's prayers, Ormi resorted back to her human form. Ebonheart Pact warriors would keep coming to Kynesgrove, for prayers before entering Cyrodiil and war. [2] [3]
Fourth Era[edit | edit source] Editorial: Kynesgrove (Skyrim) During Skyrim Civil War in 4E 201, the township of Kynesgrove was under the control of the city of Windhelm and the Stormcloak Rebellion. The city was led by The innkeeper of Braidwood Inn, the township was originally founded by the Uriel twins, Gemma and Ganna, who
wanted the place to be lumber mill. This proved a failure when the learned that the forest is sacred to the people of Eastmarch. The Steamscorch Mine was managed by Dravynea de Stoneweaver, a Dunmeri magician from Morrowind. The city provided Malachite for Windhelm. [4] [5] Around the same time, the Dragon Crisis was plaguing
the countryside, and the Last Dragonborn began to emerge, bringing hope to the County of Skyrim. The Dragonborn met a member of the long-forgotten, Blades. Delphine of the Blades wanted the Dragonborn to prove itself, to show that there was in fact the Dragonborn. The dragon known as Sahloknir was buried on the dragon hill
Kynesgrove Resurrection and was revived by Alduin, the World-Eater. The Dragonborn defeated Sahloknir and absorbed their souls, proving that delphine was in fact the Last Dragonborn. [6] Gallery[edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] Kynesgrove may well be the township of Dragon Wood, reworked into an entirely new settlement.
Both are locations located in the general area of Eastmarch, about southeast of Windhelm. Both are also named after things in Norse Mythology, Kyne for Kynesgrove and Dragons for Dragon Grove. Both also have similar final names related to subject matter. Appearances[edit | edit source] The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim The Elder Scrolls
Online References[edit | edit source] *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that Fandom earns a commission for you at no extra cost if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Steamscorch MineBraidwood Inn A Blade in the
DarkRoggi's DebtsFind Roggi's Ancestral Shield For other uses, see Kynesgrove. For a dragon to attack Kynesgrove... Why? Why there? Isn't a safe place? -Hold Guard[src] Kynesgrove is a small mine settlement located in Eastmarch. It is located directly south of Windhelm, halfway down the road between the Windhelm Stables and
Witchmist Grove, and a third of the distance to the Atronach Stone. Background[edit | edit source] The settlement consists of an inn, a malachite mine and several fields. The farm is owned by Ganna and Gemma Uriel, who do not realize that only a small part of the land would be available for harvesting wood, because the nearby forest is
sacred to Kyne. They can often be heard arguing about the life they left behind in Cyrodiil. Kjeld runs the mine and the whole settlement. Regardless of the Dragonborn's actions, a dragon will attack Kynesgrove as part of the main storyline, and city guards often mention their shock and disgust over dragon attack. Next to the inn is a
smelter and a mine with quite a number of malachieterts. Quests[edit | edit source] source] Blade in the Dark[edit | edit source] Delphine believes dragons will come back to life and the next one will rise near the town of Kynesgrove. Once the Dragonborn convinces her that they are Dragonborn by killing the dragon, she promises to
explain who she is and what she wants with them. Roggi's Debts[edit | edit source] The innkeeper, Iddra, will ask the player to convince Roggi Knot-Beard to forget his drinking debts. Find Roggi's Ancestral Shield[edit | edit source] Roggi asks for help in obtaining his ancestral shield. Bring some Frost Salts to Dravynea [edit | edit source]
Dravynea asks for some Frost Salts for her research. Characters[edit | edit source] Braidwood Inn[edit | edit source] Dravynea the Stoneweaver Iddra Kjeld the Younger Steamscorch Mine[edit | edit source] Ganna Uriel Gemma Uriel Roggi Knot-Beard Trivia[edit | edit source] The Braidwood Inn of Kynesgrove is one of the locations where
the book Songs of Skyrim can be found. Although the trees in Kynesgrove are special to Kyne, it is not explained why this is. According to the Creation Kit, a sawmill called Frost-Bark Lumbermill was meant to be next to the river near Kynesgrove. However, this area does not exist in the game. Appearances[edit | edit source] The Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim The Elder Scrolls Online Deutsch Español Français Polski Русский *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, so, at no extra cost to you, fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The UESPWiki - Your
source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 Kynesgrove is a small village located on the road south of Windhelm, in Eastmarch. Ganna and Gemma Uriel came to Kynesgrove to start a sawmill without realising that the nearby forest trees were sacred to Kyne. The village contains remnants of the forest that they initially cut. They now mine
malachite for a living, unable to afford starting a wood mill elsewhere. They can be heard constantly arguing about the life they left behind in Cyrodiil. Kjeld runs the whole settlement, and will buy malachite ore from you. Iddra runs the Braidwood Inn. Dravynea the Stoneweaver keeps the mine from collapsing and getting too hot with a
drink making them from frost salts. The village consists of Braidwood Inn, Steamscorch Mine (a Malachite mine) and a camp with three tents used by the miners. There is a smelter outside the mine and a grindstone next to the inn. Next to the camp there is a vegetable garden with six leeks, four gourds, eight potato plants and ten
cabbages. A wood chopping block and a tanning rack are also located near the vegetable garden. A short distance downhill from the inn is a chicken coop consisting of two chicken nests the two chickens that roam the city. There are his number of dragon tongue plants around the city, as well as a nightshade plant and a snowberry bush
around the camp. Uphill to the south are some beehives and red mountain flowers among the trees. To the east is a dragon hill where the dragon Sahloknir is raised by Alduin during the A Blade in the Dark quest. * This person will only become an innkeeper if Iddra is dead. † This person only appears if you install the Civil War Champions
Creation on a character who hasn't yet taken sides in the Civil War. [edit] Quests Starting Here[edit] Various Quests[edit] Other Quests[edit] Main Quests[edit] Main Quest[edit] Creation Club[edit] Notes[edit] It is one of the easiest places to encounter dragons, as they often fly around. Although Ganna Uriel said that she and her sister built
a sawmill in Kynesgrove, it is nowhere to be found. The Creation Kit identifies the river bank just below the hill of Kynesgrove as Frostbark Lumber Mill, suggesting that the location she describes was carved out of the game. Kynesgrove also appears in ESO. Bugs[edit] If Klija appears at Kynesgrove, but you then side with the Legion and
kill her during the related search, this version of her will not be disabled and she will continue to live at Steamscorch Mine Camp. ? ?
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